THE MASTERPIECE ™ COLLECTION

THE MASTERCOAT™ FINISHING SYSTEM.

A smart process. A stunning finish.
THE MASTERCOAT™ FINISHING SYSTEM.

STRONG PROTECTION. A STRONGER PROMISE.

The beauty of Merillat Masterpiece® cabinetry deserves an equally beautiful finish that will enhance and protect. That’s why we have redesigned our finishing process to develop the MasterCoat™ Finishing System. We’ve gone to extraordinary lengths to revolutionize our entire finishing process, from wood selection to our new proprietary topcoat, and everything in between. We developed a system that not only meets our exacting standards, but one that we believe will meet yours.

A LASTING STANDARD.

We stand behind our work. That’s why the MasterCoat™ Finishing System is backed by a Lifetime Limited Warranty. For warranty details, please visit Merillat.com.
WOOD SELECTION

A quality finish begins with quality wood – that’s why we choose only the best.

AMERICAN HARDWOODS
The highest grades of renewable American hardwoods are the foundation of our MasterCoat™ Finishing System.

COMPUTERIZED IMAGING EQUIPMENT
One of the first of its kind used in the cabinet industry, it inspects and measures wood characteristics of our doors and drawer fronts to ensure they are strong and beautiful.

CUSTOM-BUILT LUMBER-DRYING KILNS
Designed in partnership with researchers from world-renowned wood science laboratories, these kilns maintain the wood’s quality and beauty while expertly preparing it for manufacturing as well as door and drawer front assembly.
SANDING AND PREPPING

We take extra steps to prepare wood for consistent color application from door to door.

STATE-OF-THE-ART SANDING MACHINES
The first of their kind in the U.S., the machines, combined with hand-sanding, significantly reduce the appearance of fine lines and scratches for an ultra-smooth surface that easily and consistently absorbs color.

EXCLUSIVE TOOLS
Our exclusive cleaning tools allow us to brush and vacuum every door and drawer front to remove dust prior to color application so the finish applies evenly from door to door.

JOINT SEALANT
Sealant is applied to select painted doors to reduce the appearance of fine lines.
COLOR APPLICATION

Extra care and attention to detail create outstanding beauty that sets our finishes apart.

VIRTUAL SPRAYING SIMULATORS
The same advanced technology used by the aerospace and automotive industries, the simulators enable us to train craftsmen to apply our finishes and assess their skills.

STATE-OF-THE-ART RATIO-CONTROL SYSTEM
The system precisely mixes paint colors and ensures optimum bonding for years of beauty.

SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT
The equipment applies three coats of catalyzed enamel to door fronts and two coats to door backs for a rich, smooth and highly durable finish.

HAND CRAFTED
Hand-wiping the stain into every door and drawer front ensures that the color absorbs into the wood, enhancing its natural characteristics. Hand-detailing creates an artistic touch that you won’t find most anywhere else.
Our MasterCoat™ Finishing System provides added durability, clarity and a silky-smooth feel.

**TWO-LAYER TOPCOAT**
The topcoat was developed with one of the world’s leading finish manufacturers.

**FIRST LAYER OF TOPCOAT**
The first layer of topcoat seals in the color and is oven-cured to heat-activate the protective properties, which creates the first protective barrier.

**HAND-POLISHING THE DOORS AND DRAWER FRONTS**
This technique increases adhesion of the next layer and reduces the hazy appearance that can be seen on cabinets from some other manufacturers.

**SECOND LAYER OF TOPCOAT**
This layer is applied and oven-cured, delivering added protection from scratches, nicks and everyday wear. Plus, the clarity and silky-smooth feel are beyond compare.